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“Ron, can you write us a new ‘War of the Worlds’ script by next
Dragon Con? That’ll be the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Orson
Welles broadcast.” That was Bill Ritch, the president of ARTC.
“What are you looking for? A new adaptation of the original
Wells story?”
“No-no, nothing that straightforward. In fact -- go nuts.”
Ah! Well, I had this idea I’d been playing with for a while -H.G. Wells’s 1897 novel is a classic of science fiction, to be sure,
but doesn’t it doesn’t seem a little -- well, simple? And don’t the
English people and the British Army come off as something of -wimps? The Martians land with a crash and bang, flourish their
appalling weapons of super-science (Heat Rays! Black Smoke!
A Flying Machine!) and the inhabitants of the British Isles
abandon London (almost) to a man and decamp for France.
A century (and two major land wars in Europe) later, it doesn’t
sound as plausible. The Germans unleashed the real-life version
of Black Smoke less than twenty years later and it did not Carry
All Before It. Guernica and London and Berlin and Tokyo (and
Hiroshima) showed how hard it is to get any significant fraction of
a major city’s inhabitants to pack up and leave. Gen. Billy Mitchell
to the contrary, air power often has a hard time hitting a target,
let alone obliterating it.
Most of all, where was the Resistance? The Maquis? The bloodyminded partisans who would be determined to take out one of
those dirty squiddies even if it got them killed? A lifelong Socialist,
Wells reduced the free-lance, individualistic, private-enterprise
resisters to one dissolute artilleryman, a pathetic and ridiculous
figure.
It didn’t ring true to me. Edwardian Britain was full of intrepid,
guerrilla-savvy, ruthless characters who had faced down worse
things than vampire octopi.
And I had just the man in mind…

--Ron N. Butler
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